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STEEL MRF SEISMIC CONNECTION INTRO AND STEEL MRF SEISMIC CONNECTION INTRO AND 
PRESENTATION OVERVIEWPRESENTATION OVERVIEWPRESENTATION OVERVIEWPRESENTATION OVERVIEW

•• Early development of steel Early development of steel 
moment connectionsmoment connectionsmoment connectionsmoment connections

•• Evolution to prequalified standard Evolution to prequalified standard 
seismic steel moment connectionsseismic steel moment connections

•• Recent prescriptive seismic Recent prescriptive seismic 
moment connection failuresmoment connection failures

•• New AISC Seismic Provisions and New AISC Seismic Provisions and New AISC Seismic Provisions and New AISC Seismic Provisions and 
prequalified connectionsprequalified connections

Ref: the AISC Seismic Provisions free Ref: the AISC Seismic Provisions free 
at at http://www.aisc.org/http://www.aisc.org/

Ref: FEMA 350 free atRef: FEMA 350 free at
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Ref: FEMA 350 free at Ref: FEMA 350 free at 
http://www.fema.govhttp://www.fema.gov

EARLY DESIGN INFORMATIONEARLY DESIGN INFORMATION
■■ Early built up shapes gave way to rolled Early built up shapes gave way to rolled 

shapes and riveted connections in the shapes and riveted connections in the 
1920s1920s

Riveted steel connections: 1920s Riveted steel connections: 1920s ■■ Riveted steel connections: 1920s Riveted steel connections: 1920s 
through the 1950sthrough the 1950s
►► Angle and tee flange connectionsAngle and tee flange connections

1960s and 1970s earthquake resistant 1960s and 1970s earthquake resistant ■■ 1960s and 1970s earthquake resistant 1960s and 1970s earthquake resistant 
design philosophies began to be design philosophies began to be 
developeddeveloped

■■ Buildings with these riveted Buildings with these riveted 
T-Stub Connection

■■ Buildings with these riveted Buildings with these riveted 
connections performed satisfactorily connections performed satisfactorily 
when subjected to seismic loads when subjected to seismic loads 

■■ No documented failures of these No documented failures of these 
connections during the recent largeconnections during the recent large--
scale earthquake at Northridge in the scale earthquake at Northridge in the 
United StatesUnited States
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Clip Angle Connection

RIVETED MOMENT CONNECTION PERFORMANCERIVETED MOMENT CONNECTION PERFORMANCE

•• Results of later cyclic testing performed on the tee stub and Results of later cyclic testing performed on the tee stub and 
clip angle riveted connections include the following:clip angle riveted connections include the following:

P f d  i ll  i d i  i h h  TP f d  i ll  i d i  i h h  T•• Performed as partially restrained connections with the TPerformed as partially restrained connections with the T--
stub connector being stifferstub connector being stiffer

•• Good rotational capacityGood rotational capacity

•• The failure mode or yield mechanism had a direct The failure mode or yield mechanism had a direct The failure mode or yield mechanism had a direct The failure mode or yield mechanism had a direct 
correlation to the connection ductilitycorrelation to the connection ductility

•• The fireproofing concrete encasement of the steel The fireproofing concrete encasement of the steel 
sections increased connection strength through sections increased connection strength through 
composite actioncomposite actioncomposite actioncomposite action

•• Good connection performance attributed to:Good connection performance attributed to:

•• Utilization at all beam to column interfaces Utilization at all beam to column interfaces 

•• Steel frames infilled with masonry partitionsSteel frames infilled with masonry partitions•• Steel frames infilled with masonry partitionsSteel frames infilled with masonry partitions

•• Steel generally encased in concrete for fire resistanceSteel generally encased in concrete for fire resistance
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PREQUALIFIED BOLTED/WELDED CONNECTIONS PREQUALIFIED BOLTED/WELDED CONNECTIONS 
(1960s THROUGH NORTHRIDGE)(1960s THROUGH NORTHRIDGE)( )( )

••Prescriptive Moment ConnectionPrescriptive Moment Connection
••Welded flange and bolted webWelded flange and bolted web
••Adopted by UBC in 1970sAdopted by UBC in 1970s

••Expected to have good ductile behaviorExpected to have good ductile behavior
••Develop full plastic moment of beamDevelop full plastic moment of beam

••Monotonic and cyclic loading tests predominantly showed the connection as ductile with Monotonic and cyclic loading tests predominantly showed the connection as ductile with 
more than adequate rotationmore than adequate rotation

••These tests formed the basis for the prequalified welded flangeThese tests formed the basis for the prequalified welded flange--bolted web fully bolted web fully 
restrained moment connection and further defined the design requirementsrestrained moment connection and further defined the design requirements
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restrained moment connection and further defined the design requirementsrestrained moment connection and further defined the design requirements
••Prequalified for all seismic demandsPrequalified for all seismic demands

SMF CONNECTION EVOLUTIONSMF CONNECTION EVOLUTION
Th  lifi d ld d flTh  lifi d ld d fl b l d b  i i  i  i d b l d b  i i  i  i d The prequalified welded flangeThe prequalified welded flange--bolted web moment resisting connection remained bolted web moment resisting connection remained 
the standard despite changes within the steel industry standard design practice.  the standard despite changes within the steel industry standard design practice.  
Notably the following changes took place [Stojadinovic et al, 2000]:Notably the following changes took place [Stojadinovic et al, 2000]:

►► The moment connections were reduced from every connection to very few The moment connections were reduced from every connection to very few y yy y
due to the labor costs involved in producing the connections;due to the labor costs involved in producing the connections;

►► The number of moment resisting frames present in buildings were reduced The number of moment resisting frames present in buildings were reduced 
to a minimum of one in each orthogonal direction with the remaining only to a minimum of one in each orthogonal direction with the remaining only 
shear connections compared to the past which had all frames resisting shear connections compared to the past which had all frames resisting shear connections compared to the past which had all frames resisting shear connections compared to the past which had all frames resisting 
lateral forces;lateral forces;

►► The moment resisting frames were moved toward the outside of the The moment resisting frames were moved toward the outside of the 
structure;structure;

►► Greater loading, longer spans and fewer moment resisting frames required Greater loading, longer spans and fewer moment resisting frames required 
much larger columns and deeper beams than tested in the past;much larger columns and deeper beams than tested in the past;

►► The yield and ultimate strength of steel increased;The yield and ultimate strength of steel increased;

►► Bolting the shear tab to the beam web without supplemental welds became Bolting the shear tab to the beam web without supplemental welds became 
the norm due to economic considerations;the norm due to economic considerations;

►► The welding process was changed from shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) The welding process was changed from shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) 
to selfto self--shielded flux core metal arc welding (FCAW) during the 1970sshielded flux core metal arc welding (FCAW) during the 1970s
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to selfto self shielded flux core metal arc welding (FCAW) during the 1970s.shielded flux core metal arc welding (FCAW) during the 1970s.

These changes led to under designed connections that were not tested in their These changes led to under designed connections that were not tested in their 
exact conditionexact condition

•• The Northridge, California earthquake of January The Northridge, California earthquake of January 
1994 and later the Kobe, Japan earthquake of 1994 and later the Kobe, Japan earthquake of 
January 1995 caused brittle fractures in many cases January 1995 caused brittle fractures in many cases 

NORTHRIDGE FAILURESNORTHRIDGE FAILURES

January 1995 caused brittle fractures in many cases January 1995 caused brittle fractures in many cases 
within the prequalified connections at very low levels within the prequalified connections at very low levels 
of plastic demand of plastic demand 

•• Led to later investigation of structures subjected to Led to later investigation of structures subjected to 
previous earthquakes previous earthquakes 

•• The experimental results from the 1970s through The experimental results from the 1970s through 
the present were evaluatedthe present were evaluated

•• There were also numerous factors observed in the There were also numerous factors observed in the 
field that contributed to the failure of these field that contributed to the failure of these 
connectionsconnections

•• Inspection of the structures after the Northridge earthquake indicated that brittle fractures initiated Inspection of the structures after the Northridge earthquake indicated that brittle fractures initiated 
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•• Inspection of the structures after the Northridge earthquake indicated that brittle fractures initiated Inspection of the structures after the Northridge earthquake indicated that brittle fractures initiated 
within the connections at very low levels of plastic demand and in some cases while the structure within the connections at very low levels of plastic demand and in some cases while the structure 
remained elastic remained elastic 

•• Commonly initiated at the complete joint penetration (CJP) weldCommonly initiated at the complete joint penetration (CJP) weld

SAC JOINT VENTURESAC JOINT VENTURE
SStructural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC)tructural Engineers Association of California (SEAOC)
AApplied Technology Council (ATC)pplied Technology Council (ATC)
CCalifornia Universities for Research in Earthquake engineering (CUREe)alifornia Universities for Research in Earthquake engineering (CUREe)

Before NorthridgeBefore Northridge

■■ Steel buildings considered to be “invulnerable”Steel buildings considered to be “invulnerable”

■■ Best earthquake resisting systemBest earthquake resisting system■■ Best earthquake resisting systemBest earthquake resisting system

After NorthridgeAfter Northridge

■■ “Pre“Pre--qualified” connections withdrawnqualified” connections withdrawn

■■ Interim Guidelines, workshops/conferencesInterim Guidelines, workshops/conferences

■■ New connections to be validated by testingNew connections to be validated by testing

After 2000After 2000

■■ Improved prescriptive connections Improved prescriptive connections 

FEMA 350  R d tiFEMA 350  R d ti■■ FEMA 350: RecommendationsFEMA 350: Recommendations

■■ 2002 AISC Seismic Provisions2002 AISC Seismic Provisions
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SAC I: STUDY OF OLD/NORTHRIDGE FAILURESSAC I: STUDY OF OLD/NORTHRIDGE FAILURES

Typical Fracture initiated at the CJP at Typical Fracture initiated at the CJP at 
the bottom flange [FEMA350]the bottom flange [FEMA350]the bottom flange [FEMA350]the bottom flange [FEMA350]

•• Greatest stresses at the column to beam interfaceGreatest stresses at the column to beam interface
•• Bottom flange weld is a down hand weld performed by welder sitting on top of beamBottom flange weld is a down hand weld performed by welder sitting on top of beam
•• Difficult visual as well as ultrasonic inspection.Difficult visual as well as ultrasonic inspection.
•• Excessively weak panel zones result in local kinking of the column flanges and significant demand Excessively weak panel zones result in local kinking of the column flanges and significant demand 

on the CJP weld between the beam and column flangeson the CJP weld between the beam and column flanges
•• Severe strain concentrations can occur at the weld access holes for the beam flangesSevere strain concentrations can occur at the weld access holes for the beam flanges
•• Change in the welding method produced welds with low toughness and welders were able to Change in the welding method produced welds with low toughness and welders were able to 

deposit more weld in one pass, which led to large weld defectsdeposit more weld in one pass, which led to large weld defects
•• Lateral force resisting systems evolved to utilize less moment frames than in the past requiring the Lateral force resisting systems evolved to utilize less moment frames than in the past requiring the 

use of deeper beams and heavier columnsuse of deeper beams and heavier columns
•• Use of recycled scrap metal resulted in steel with much greater yield strength than required which Use of recycled scrap metal resulted in steel with much greater yield strength than required which 
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led to under designing the connectionsled to under designing the connections

SAC PROJECT II: NEW PROVISIONS AFTER NORTHRIDGESAC PROJECT II: NEW PROVISIONS AFTER NORTHRIDGE

■■ Part II of the SAC project: develop Part II of the SAC project: develop 
guidelines for future steel moment guidelines for future steel moment 
connection detailing and design to connection detailing and design to connection detailing and design to connection detailing and design to 
improve their performance  improve their performance  
►► Provide a controlled yield Provide a controlled yield 

mechanism and failure mode for mechanism and failure mode for 
each recommended and each recommended and 
prequalified connectionprequalified connection

►► The connections shall allow the The connections shall allow the 
b ildi  t  t i  l  i l ti  b ildi  t  t i  l  i l ti  building to sustain large inelastic building to sustain large inelastic 
deformations without collapse or deformations without collapse or 
loss of life during major loss of life during major 
earthquakesearthquakesea t qua esea t qua es

■■ SAC finding published by FEMA (350) SAC finding published by FEMA (350) 
and utilized by AISC to produce the and utilized by AISC to produce the 
Seismic ProvisionsSeismic Provisions
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7.2 BOLTED JOINTS7.2 BOLTED JOINTS

1111

ZONE OF PLASTIC DEFORMATIONZONE OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION

Location of plastic hinge formation (SLocation of plastic hinge formation (Shh))
•• SShh value Identified within each prequalified connectionsvalue Identified within each prequalified connections
•• Welded  bolted  screwed or shotWelded  bolted  screwed or shot in attachments  exterior facades  in attachments  exterior facades  •• Welded, bolted, screwed or shotWelded, bolted, screwed or shot--in attachments, exterior facades, in attachments, exterior facades, 

partitions, ductwork, piping or other construction openings shall not be partitions, ductwork, piping or other construction openings shall not be 
placed within the expected zone of plastic deformation due to the placed within the expected zone of plastic deformation due to the 
regions sensitivity to discontinuitiesregions sensitivity to discontinuities
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regions sensitivity to discontinuitiesregions sensitivity to discontinuities



INTERSTORY DRIFT/DESIGNINTERSTORY DRIFT/DESIGN

Inelastic Behavior of Frames with Hinges in Beam Span Inelastic Behavior of Frames with Hinges in Beam Span 
[FEMA350][FEMA350]

►► Achieved through combination of elastic deformation and Achieved through combination of elastic deformation and ►► Achieved through combination of elastic deformation and Achieved through combination of elastic deformation and 
development of plastic hingesdevelopment of plastic hinges

►► Shall be capable of sustaining a drift angle of at least 0.04 Shall be capable of sustaining a drift angle of at least 0.04 
radiansradians

StrongStrong--ColumnColumn--WeakWeak--BeamBeam
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6 2 EXPECTED YIELD STRENGTH6 2 EXPECTED YIELD STRENGTH6.2 EXPECTED YIELD STRENGTH6.2 EXPECTED YIELD STRENGTH
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BEAMBEAM--TOTO--COLUMN PANEL ZONECOLUMN PANEL ZONE
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Internal forces on JPZ Internal forces on JPZ 
(axial, shearing, flexure)(axial, shearing, flexure)

■■ Effects of JPZ shear distortion:  Local buckling in the beam and column flanges due to Effects of JPZ shear distortion:  Local buckling in the beam and column flanges due to 
excessive distortion of the JPZ.  This can lead to fracture of the CJP groove welds due to excessive distortion of the JPZ.  This can lead to fracture of the CJP groove welds due to 
the high strains and increased story drift leading to more damage, greater susceptibility the high strains and increased story drift leading to more damage, greater susceptibility 
to Pto P--Δ effects and large permanent offsets of building frames.Δ effects and large permanent offsets of building frames.
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■■ Shear yielding of the JPZ shall initiate at the same time as flexural yielding of the beam Shear yielding of the JPZ shall initiate at the same time as flexural yielding of the beam 
elements or proportioned so that all yielding occurs in the beam.elements or proportioned so that all yielding occurs in the beam.

WELDED UNREINFORCED FLANGE BOLTED WEB (WUFWELDED UNREINFORCED FLANGE BOLTED WEB (WUF--B) CONNECTIONB) CONNECTION

Maximu
m Beam

Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 
(d b ) Ration

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Thickness

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]
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Type Frame
m Beam 

Size
(d b ) Ration 

(l/d b )
Thickness 

(t bf ) in Max. Column Size
WUF-B OMF W36 7 1 W8,W10,W12,W14



WELDED UNREINFORCED FLANGE WELDED WEB (WUFWELDED UNREINFORCED FLANGE WELDED WEB (WUF--W) CONNECTIONW) CONNECTION

Maximu
m Beam 

Si

Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 
(d b ) Ration 

(l/d )

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Thickness 
(t ) i M C l Si

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]
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Type Frame Size (l/d b ) (t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W36 5 1.5 No Limit
SMF W36 7 1 W12, W14

WUF-W

WELDED FREE FLANGE (FF) CONNECTIONWELDED FREE FLANGE (FF) CONNECTION

Maximu
m Beam 

Si

Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 
(d b ) Ration 

(l/d )

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Thickness 
(t ) i M C l Si

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]
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Type Frame Size (l/d b ) (t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W36 5 1.25 No Limit
SMF W30 7 0.75 W12, W14

WFF

REDUCED BEAM SECTION (RBS) CONNECTIONREDUCED BEAM SECTION (RBS) CONNECTION

Ma im
Min. Span 
(l)to Depth

Max. Beam 
Flange

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]
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Type Frame

Maximu
m Beam 

Size

(l)to Depth 
(d b ) Ration 

(l/d b )

Flange 
Thickness 

(t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W36 5 1.75 No Limit
SMF W36 7 1.75 W12, W14

RBS

WELDED FLANGE PLATE (WFP) CONNECTIONWELDED FLANGE PLATE (WFP) CONNECTION

Maximu
Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]
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Type Frame
m Beam 

Size
(d b ) Ration 

(l/d b )

g
Thickness 

(t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W36 5 1.5 No Limit
SMF W36 7 1 W12, W14

WFP



BOLTED UNSTIFFENED END PLATE (BUEP) CONNECTION BOLTED UNSTIFFENED END PLATE (BUEP) CONNECTION 

Maximu
m Beam 

Si

Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 
(d b ) Ration 

(l/d )

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Thickness 
(t ) i M C l Si

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]
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Type Frame Size (l/d b ) (t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W30 5 0.75 No Limit
SMF W24 7 0.75 W8,W10,W12,W14

BUEP

BOLTED STIFFENED END PLATE CONNECTION (BSEP) BOLTED STIFFENED END PLATE CONNECTION (BSEP) 

Maximu
m Beam 

Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 
(d b ) Ration 

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Thickness 

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]
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Type Frame Size
( b )

(l/d b ) (t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W36 5 1 No Limit
SMF W36 7 1 W12, W14

BSEP

BOLTED FLANGE PLATE (BFP) CONNECTIONBOLTED FLANGE PLATE (BFP) CONNECTION

Maximu
m Beam 

Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 
(d b ) Ration 

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Thickness 

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]

2323

Type Frame Size
( b )

(l/d b ) (t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W36 5 1.25 No Limit
SMF W30 8 0.75 W12, W14

BFP

DOUBLE SPLIT TEE (DST) CONNECTION DOUBLE SPLIT TEE (DST) CONNECTION 

Maximu
Min. Span 
(l)to Depth 

Max. Beam 
Flange 

Geometric Limits of FEMA 350 prequalified connection [FEMA 350]

2424

Type Frame
m Beam 

Size
(d b ) Ration 

(l/d b )

g
Thickness 

(t bf ) in Max. Column Size
OMF W36 5 --- No Limit
SMF W24 8 --- W12, W14

DST


